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LATTICE STRUCTURES ON SOME BANACH SPACES

MIECZYS�LAW MASTY�LO

(Communicated by Marius Junge)

To the memory of Nigel Kalton

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to study Banach lattice constants dn
and en originally introduced by Kalton. We prove an interpolation theorem
for positive operators and derive estimates of the lattice constants for Banach
lattices generated by positive interpolation functors. In particular, we provide
estimates of these constants for Calderón-Loznanovskii spaces. We also find
the lattice constants for Marcinkiewicz and Lorentz spaces. As applications,
we prove results concerning lattice structures of studied spaces.

1. Introduction

The general study of the possible rearrangement-invariant (r.i.) lattice structures
on an arbitrary Banach space was initiated in the fundamental work of Johnson,
Maurey, Schechtman and Tzafriri [6], which was further developed by Kalton [7].
Kalton’s article focussed on the problems of identifying complemented subspaces
and the question of uniqueness of lattice structure. In particular, using new ideas he
was able to improve and give more definitive results on uniqueness of r.i. structure.
It was shown in [7] that Banach lattices not containing uniformly complemented
copies of �n2 play a crucial role. In the study of this type of Banach lattices, Kalton
introduced appropriate lattice constants. Following Kalton [7], if X is a Banach
lattice we define dn = dn(X) to be the least constant such that for any disjoint
x1, ..., xn ∈ X,

n∑
k=1

‖xk‖X ≤ dn

∥∥∥ n∑
k=1

xk

∥∥∥
X
,

and let en = en(X) be the least constant so that for any disjoint x1, ..., xn,∥∥∥ n∑
k=1

xk

∥∥∥
X

≤ en max
1≤k≤n

‖xk‖X .

In [7, Theorem 9.4] it was shown that if a Banach lattice X satisfies

lim inf dn(X)/
√
log n = 0,
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then X does not contain uniformly complemented �n2 ’s. Moreover, it was also shown
in [7, Theorem 9.5 (resp., Theorem 9.6)] that, if X is a separable order-continuous
r.i. space on [0, 1] such that

lim inf dn(X)/
√
log n = 0

(
resp., lim inf en(X)/

√
log n = 0

)
and Y is a nonatomic Banach lattice isomorphic to a complemented subspace of
X, then Y is lattice-isomorphic to X.

These remarkable results motivate the study of Banach lattice constants defined
above. In this paper we provide a general approach based on interpolation of posi-
tive operators which allows us to derive estimates of the lattice constants dn(X) and
en(X) for a class of Banach lattices X generated by positive interpolation functors.
As an application, we obtain a variant of Kalton’s result for r.i. separable Calderón-
Lozanovskii spacesX = ϕ(X0, X1) generated by couples of Banach lattices (X0, X1)
and positively homogeneous and concave functions ϕ : [0,∞)× [0,∞) → [0,∞). In
this special case the condition lim inf dn(X)/

√
log n may be replaced by

lim inf
ϕ(dn(X0), dn(X1))√

log n
= 0,

where

ϕ(s, t) = sup
u,v>0

ϕ(us, vt)

ϕ(u, v)
, s, t > 0.

The structure of the exposition is as follows. The abstract approach is described
in Section 2, where we prove an interpolation theorem for positive operators and
apply it to the study of interpolation estimates of constants en and dn for Calderón-
Lozanovskii spaces between two given Banach lattices for which we already have
estimates of these constants. As an application, we give estimates of these con-
stants for generalized Orlicz spaces. In Section 3, we estimate en(M(ψ)) for the
Marcinkiewicz space M(ψ) and dn(Λ(ψ)) for an order-continuous Lorentz space
Λ(ψ).

2. Interpolation estimates

Let (Ω, μ) := (Ω,Σ, μ) be a complete σ-finite measure space and let X be a Ba-
nach space. Throughout the paper, L0(μ) = L0(Ω, μ) will denote the space of
equivalence classes of strongly measurable X-valued functions on Ω, equipped with
the topology of convergence in measure. By a Banach lattice on (Ω, μ), we shall
mean a Banach space X which is a subspace of L0(μ) such that there exists u ∈ X
with u > 0, a.e. and such that if |x| ≤ |y| a.e., with y ∈ X and x ∈ L0(μ), then we
can conclude that x ∈ X and ‖x‖X ≤ ‖y‖X .

A Banach lattice X on (Ω, μ) is said to be maximal (resp., order-continuous) if
its unit ball BX = {x ∈ X : ‖x‖ ≤ 1} is a closed subset in L0(μ) (resp., if for every
sequence xn ↓ 0, we have ‖xn‖X → 0).

The Köthe dual X ′ of a Banach lattice X on (Ω, μ) is defined by

X ′ :=
{
x ∈ L0(μ) : ‖x‖X′ = sup

‖y‖X≤1

∫
Ω

|xy| dμ < ∞
}
.

Note that X ′ is a Banach lattice under the norm ‖ · ‖X′ and that the dual space
X∗ is lattice isometric to the Köthe dual space X ′ provided X is order-continuous.

For f ∈ L0(Ω, μ) we define its decreasing rearrangement f∗ ∈ L0([0, μ(Ω))) by
f∗(t) = inf{λ > 0 : μ(|f | > λ) ≤ t}. Let X be a Banach lattice on ([0, a),m),
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where 0 < a ≤ ∞ and m is the Lebesgue measure. We say that X is a Banach
rearrangement invariant space (r.i. space) if ‖f‖X = ‖f∗‖X for all f ∈ X. If (Ω, μ)
is a measure space and X is a Banach r.i. space (in which case we shall simply say

that X is an r.i. space) on [0, μ(Ω)), then we define an r.i. space X̃ (on (Ω, μ)) to
be the space of all f ∈ L0(μ) such that f∗ ∈ X with ‖f‖

˜X = ‖f∗‖X .
We freely use the standard notions from the interpolation theory from [3]. A map-

ping F acting on the class of all couples of Banach lattices, is called a positive in-
terpolation functor if for every couple X = (X0, X1) of Banach lattices, F(X) is an
intermediate Banach lattice with respect to X (i.e., X0 ∩X1 ⊂ F(X) ⊂ X0 +X1),
and T : F(X) → F(Y ) for every positive operator T : X → Y between a couple of
Banach lattices (meaning that T : X0 +X1 → Y0 + Y1 is linear and its restrictions
T : Xj → Yj , j = 0, 1 are defined and are positive operators). If in addition there

is a constant C > 0 such that for each T : X → Y ,

‖T : F(X) → F(Y )‖ ≤ Cmax(‖T : X0 → Y0‖, ‖T : X1 → Y1‖),
then F is called bounded (and exact if C = 1). For a bounded positive interpolation
functor F , we define the fundamental function ψF of F by

ψF (s, t) = sup ‖T : F(X) → F(Y )‖,
where the supremum is taken over all couples X, Y of Banach lattices and all
positive operators T : X → Y such that ‖T : X0 → Y0‖ ≤ s and ‖T : X1 → Y1‖ ≤ t.
From the definition it follows immediately that for any fixed couples X, Y and
T : X → Y we have

‖T : F(X) → F(Y )‖ ≤ ψF (‖T : X0 → Y0‖, ‖T : X1 → Y1‖).
Let E and F be Banach lattices on the measure spaces (Ω1,Σ1, ν) and (Ω2,Σ2, μ),

respectively. We assume (for measurability reasons) that either the measure ν is
discrete or the norm ‖ · ‖F is semi-continuous (i.e., if 0 ≤ xn ↑ x ∈ E, then
‖xn‖F → ‖x‖F ). A mixed Banach lattice E[F ] on (Ω1 × Ω2, ν × μ) is the Banach
lattice of all f ∈ L0(ν × μ) such that f(·, t) ∈ F for μ-almost all t ∈ Ω2 and
‖f(·, t)‖F ∈ E with the norm

‖f‖E[F ] :=
∥∥‖f(s, t)‖F,s

∥∥
E,t

.

For a given Banach lattice on a measure space (Ω, μ) and a Banach space X, we
denote by E(X) the set of all strongly measurable functions f : Ω → X such that
‖f(·)‖X ∈ E. This is a Banach space under pointwise operations and a natural
norm given by

‖f‖E(X) :=
∥∥‖f(·)‖X∥∥

E
.

In the study of interpolation Banach spaces the following formula proved by
Bukhvalov (see [4, p. 95]) is very useful. It states that for every interpolation
functor F we have

F(E0(X), E1(X)) = F(E0, E1)(X),

for any couple of Köthe-Bochner spaces (E0(X), E1(X)). If F is an exact functor,
then the above formula holds with equality of the norms.

We will need a variant of this result for mixed spaces for positive interpolation
functors. This result is of independent interest, so here we present a proof. We use
the most general version of what is known as the Hahn-Banach extension theorem
[1, Theorem 2.1].
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A map p : X → L0(μ) where X is a (real) vector space is called a sublinear
operator if for any x, y ∈ X, 0 ≤ λ ∈ R we have

p(x+ y) ≤ p(x) + p(y),

p(λx) = λp(x).

If (X,≤) is a lattice, then p is called positive (resp., monotone) whenever 0 ≤ x
(resp., x ≤ y) in X implies 0 ≤ p(x) (resp., p(x) ≤ p(y)).

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that F is a positive interpolation functor with the funda-
mental function ψ. Let (X0, X1) and (Y0, Y1) be couples of Banach lattices and
let T : X0 + X1 → Y0 + Y1 be a monotone positive sublinear operator such that
‖Tx‖Yj

≤ Mj‖x‖Xj
for every x ∈ Xj (j = 0, 1). Then T maps F(X0, X1) into

F(Y0, Y1) and we have

‖Tx‖F(Y0,Y1) ≤ ψ(M0,M1)‖x‖F(X0,X1), x ∈ F(X0, X1).

Proof. Let p : X0+X1 → L0(μ) be defined by p(x) = T (x+) for every x ∈ X0+X1.
Fix x0 ∈ F(X0, X1) and put H := span{|x0|}. Define a positive operator S0 : H →
L0(μ) by

S0(λ|x0|) = λT (|x0|), λ ∈ R.

Clearly we have S0(x) ≤ p(x) for every x ∈ H. Now, by the Hahn-Banach extension
Theorem [1, Theorem 2.1], there exists an extension S of S0 to all X0+X1 satisfying
S(x) ≤ p(x) for all X0 +X1. In particular, if 0 ≤ x ∈ X0 +X1, then

−S(x) = S(−x) ≤ p(−x) = T ((−x)+) = T (0) = 0

implies that 0 ≤ S(x) holds. Consequently S is a positive extension of S0 to all
X0 +X1. Since S(x) ≤ p(x) = T (x+) and |S(x)| ≤ S(|x|) for every x ∈ X0 +X1,
our hypothesis on T yields

‖Sx‖Yj
≤ ‖T (x+)‖Yj

≤ Mj‖x‖Xj

for all x ∈ Xj (j = 0, 1). Combining these remarks with the interpolation property,
we obtain T (|x0|) = S(|x0|) ∈ F(X0, X1) and

‖T (|x0|)‖F(Y0,Y1) ≤ ψ(M0,M1)‖x0‖F(X0,X1).

If, in addition, T is monotone, then the desired inequality follows by |T (x0)| ≤
T (|x0|). �
Corollary 2.2. Let F be a bounded positive interpolation functor. Then we have

F(E0[F ], E1[F ]) = F(E0, E1)[F ]

for any Banach lattices E0, E1 on (Ω1, ν) and F on (Ω2, μ). If in addition F is an
exact functor, then the above formula holds with the equality of the norms.

Proof. Define a monotone positive sublinear operator S : E0[F ] + E1[F ] → L0(μ)
by

Sf(·) = ‖f(·, t)‖F , f ∈ E0[F ] + E1[F ].

Since S : Ej [F ] → Ej is bounded with the norm less than or equal to 1 for j = 0
and j = 1, it follows by Theorem 2.1 that

S : F(E0[F ], E1[F ]) → F(E0, E1)

with ‖S‖ ≤ 1. This implies that the inclusion map

F(E0[F ], E1[F ]) ↪→ F(E0, E1)[F ]
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is bounded with the norm less than or equal to 1. Now fix f ∈ F(E0, E1)[F ] and
define a positive linear operator T : E0 + E1 → E0[F ] + E1[F ] by

Tx(s, t) := x(t)
|f(s, t)|
‖f(·, t)‖F

for every x ∈ E0 + E1 and (s, t) ∈ Ω1 × Ω2. Clearly ‖Tx‖Ej [F ] = ‖x‖Ej
for

j = 0, 1 and T (‖f(·, t)‖F ) = |f |. This implies by the interpolation property that
the inclusion map

F(E0, E1)[F ] ↪→ F(E0[F ], E1[F ])

is bounded with the norm less than or equal to 1, and this completes the proof. �

Before showing applications of the above theorem, we state the following result.
The proof of the first inequality is an easy observation, and the second one follows
from the proof of Proposition 9.2 in [7] presented for abstract separable order-
continuous Banach lattices.

Proposition 2.3. Let X be an order-continuous Banach lattice on (Ω, μ). Then
dn(X) = en(X

′) and dn(X
′) = en(X). Moreover, if x1, ..., xn are any elements in

X, then we have

n∑
k=1

‖xk‖X ≤ dn(X)
∥∥∥ n∑

k=1

|xn|
∥∥∥
X
,

∥∥ max
1≤k≤n

|xk|
∥∥
X

≤ en(X) max
1≤k≤n

‖xk‖X .

Now we are ready to show some applications. We first give an illustrative lemma
for Banach lattices generated by bounded positive interpolation functors.

Lemma 2.4. Let F be a bounded positive interpolation functor with fundamental
function ψ. Then for every couple (X0, X1) of Banach lattices we have

(i) If Cn,1 := ‖id : F(�n1 (X0), �
n
1 (X1)) → �n1 (F(X0, X1))‖ for each n ∈ N, then

dn(F(X0, X1)) ≤ Cn,1 ψ(dn(X0), dn(X1)).

(ii) If Cn,∞ := ‖id : �n∞(F(X0, X1)) → F(�n∞(X0), �
n
∞(X1))‖ for each n ∈ N,

then

en(F(X0, X1)) ≤ Cn,∞ ψ(en(X0), en(X1)).

Proof. (i). Fix a positive integer n. Let id be a map defined by id(x1, ..., xn) :=
(x1, ..., xn) for every (x1, ..., xn) ∈ X0[�

n
1 ] +X1[�

n
1 ]. Clearly

id : (X0[�
n
1 ], X1[�

n
1 ]) → (�n1 (X0), �

n
1 (X1))

is a positive linear operator. By Proposition 2.3, we have ‖id : Xj [�
n
1 ] → �n1 (Xj)‖ =

dn(Xj) for j = 0, 1. Thus, applying Corollary 2.2 we obtain

id : F(X0, X1)[�
n
1 ] → F(�n1 (X0), �

n
1 (X1))

with

‖id‖ ≤ ψ(dn(X0), dn(X1)).

Since dn(F(X0, X1)) = ‖id : F(X0, X1)[�
n
1 ] → �n1 (F(X0, X1))‖, the desired estimate

follows. The proof of (ii) is similar. �
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In what follows the set of all functions ϕ : [0,∞)×[0,∞) → [0,∞) which are non-
decreasing in each variable and are positively homogeneous (that is, ϕ(λs, λt) =
λϕ(s, t) for all λ, s, t ≥ 0) is denoted by Φ. If in addition ϕ is concave, then we write
ϕ ∈ U . For any ϕ ∈ Φ we define the functions ϕ∗, ϕ ∈ Φ by ϕ∗(s, t) = 1/ϕ(s−1, t−1)
for every s, t > 0, ϕ∗(0, 0) := 0 and

ϕ(s, t) = sup
{ϕ(us, vt)

ϕ(u, v)
: u, v > 0

}
, s, t ≥ 0.

Recall that if X = (X0, X1) is a couple of Banach lattices on (Ω, μ) and ϕ ∈ U ,
then the Calderón-Lozanovskii space ϕ(X) = ϕ(X0, X1) consists of all x ∈ L0(μ)
such that |x| ≤ λϕ(|x0|, |x1|) μ-a.e. on Ω for some xj ∈ Ej with ‖xj‖Xj

≤ 1,

j = 0, 1. The space ϕ(X) is a Banach lattice equipped with the norm (see [11],
[12])

‖x‖ϕ(X) := inf
{
λ > 0 : |x| ≤ λϕ(|x0|, |x1|), ‖x0‖X0

≤ 1, ‖x1‖X1
≤ 1

}
.

In the case of the power function ϕ(s, t) = s1−θtθ with 0 < θ < 1, ϕ(X) is the

well-known Calderón space denoted by X1−θ
0 Xθ

1 (see [5]).
Notice that a Calderón-Lozanovskii space can be defined as the space of all

functions x ∈ L0(μ) such that |x| = ϕ(|x0|, |x1|) for some x0 ∈ X0, x1 ∈ X1 with
the norm

‖x‖ϕ = inf max{‖x0‖X0
, ‖x1‖X1

},
where the infimum is taken over all x0, x1 for which |x| = ϕ(|x0|, |x1|).

Theorem 2.5. Let (X0, X1) be a couple of Banach lattices and ϕ ∈ U . Then we
have

dn(ϕ(X0, X1)) ≤ 2ϕ(dn(X0), dn(X1))

and

en(ϕ(X0, X1)) ≤ ϕ(en(X0), en(X1)).

Proof. We apply Lemma 2.4. Since F(·) = ϕ(·) is a positive interpolation functor
with the fundamental function ψ ≤ ϕ (see [15]), it is sufficient to show that for each
n,

Cn,1 = ‖id : ϕ(�n1 (X0), �
n
1 (X1)) → �n1 (ϕ(X0, X1))‖ ≤ 2,

Cn,∞ = ‖id : �n∞(ϕ(X0, X1)) → ϕ(�n∞(X0), �
n
∞(X1))‖ ≤ 1.

Notice that for every (xj)
n
j=1 := (ϕ(|uj|, |vj |))nj=1 ∈ ϕ(�n1 (X0), �

n
1 (X1)), we have

n∑
j=1

‖xj‖ϕ(X) ≤
n∑

j=1

max{‖uj‖X0
, ‖vj‖X1

}

≤ 2max
{∥∥(uj)

n
j=1

∥∥
�n1 (X0)

,
∥∥(vj)nj=1

∥∥
�n1 (X1)

}
,

whence the first estimate shown above follows. The estimate of Cn,∞ is also obvious.
�

Theorem 2.6. Let ϕ ∈ U satisfy ϕ(s, 1) → 0 as s → 0 and let (X0, X1) be a couple
of r.i. spaces on [0, 1] such that X0 is a separable space and satisfies

lim inf
ϕ
(
dn(X0), dn(X1)

)
√
log n

= 0.
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If Y is a nonatomic Banach lattice isomorphic to a complemented subspace of
ϕ(X0, X1), then Y is lattice-isomorphic to ϕ(X0, X1).

Proof. Clearly ϕ(X0, X1) is an r.i. space on [0, 1]. Our hypotheses on ϕ and X0

imply that ϕ(X0, X1) is separable (see [14]); moreover, Theorem 2.5 implies that

lim inf
dn(ϕ(X0, X1))√

log n
= 0.

Thus the statement follows by [7, Theorem 9.5]. �
We show applications to generalized Orlicz spaces. Let ϕ : [0,∞) → [0,∞) be an

Orlicz function (i.e., ϕ(s) = 0, ϕ is nondecreasing convex and left continuous). Put
ρ(s, t) := tϕ−1(s/t), t > 0 and 0 if t = 0, where ϕ−1 is the right continuous inverse
of ϕ. Then it is easy to check that for any Banach lattice X on (Ω, μ), we have

ρ(X,L∞) = Xϕ :=
{
x ∈ L0(μ) : ϕ(|x|/λ) ∈ X for some λ > 0

}
and

‖x‖ρ = ‖x‖Xϕ
:= inf

{
λ > 0 :

∥∥ϕ(|x|/λ)∥∥
X

≤ 1
}
.

In what follows if f : (0,∞) → (0,∞), we define f(t) := sup
{
f(st)/f(s) : s > 0

}
for all t > 0. Since dn(L∞) = n and en(L∞) = 1, the following corollary is an
immediate consequence of Theorem 2.5.

Corollary 2.7. Let X be a Banach lattice on (Ω, μ) and ϕ be an Orlicz function.
Then for all n ∈ N we have

dn(Xϕ) ≤ 2nϕ−1
(dn(X)

n

)
and

en(Xϕ) ≤ ϕ−1 (en(X)).

We now give asymptotic estimates of the constants dn and en for Orlicz spaces
over infinite nonatomic measure spaces.

Theorem 2.8. Let Lϕ be an Orlicz space on a nonatomic measure space (Ω, μ)
with μ(Ω) = ∞. Then for each positive integer n we have

nϕ−1 (1/n) ≤ dn(Lϕ) ≤ 2nϕ−1 (1/n)

and
en(Lϕ) = ϕ−1 (n) .

Proof. Fix t > 0 and n ≥ 2. Since μ is nonatomic measure, we may find a measur-
able subset A ⊂ Ω and disjoint measurable subsets A1, ..., An of A with μ(A) = t,
A =

⋃n
k=1 Ak so that μ(Ak) = t/n for each k = 1, ..., n. Then for fk = χAk

with
k = 1, ..., n we have

n

ϕ−1(n/t)
=

n∑
k=1

‖fk‖Lϕ
≤ dn(Lϕ)

∥∥∥ n∑
k=1

fk

∥∥∥
Lϕ

=
dn(Lϕ)

ϕ−1(1/t)
,

1

ϕ−1(1/t)
=

∥∥∥ n∑
k=1

fk

∥∥∥
Lϕ

≤ en(Lϕ) max
1≤k≤n

‖fk‖Lϕ
=

en(Lϕ)

ϕ−1(n/t)
,

and these in turn give, since t > 0 was arbitrary, the desired left hand estimates.
Since Lϕ = (L1)ϕ and dn(L1) = 1, en(L1) = n, so the required right hand estimates
follow by Corollary 2.7, completing the proof. �
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3. The lattice constants

for Marcinkiewicz and Lorentz spaces

In this section we calculate the constants en(M(ψ)) and dn(Λ(ψ)) for Marcin-
kiewicz and Lorentz spaces, respectively. We recall that if (Ω, μ) is a measure space
and ψ : [0, μ(Ω)) → [0,∞) is an increasing concave function with ψ(0) = 0, then
the Lorentz space Λ(ψ) is defined to be the r.i. space of all f ∈ L0(μ) such that

‖f‖Λ(ψ) :=

∫ μ(Ω)

0

f∗(s) dψ(s) < ∞.

The Marcinkiewicz space M(ψ) is defined to be the r.i. space of all f ∈ L0(μ) such
that

‖f‖M(ψ) := sup
0<t<μ(Ω)

∫ t

0
f∗(s) ds

ψ(s)
< ∞.

We are ready to prove the main result of this section. We note that an application
for (i) was found in the paper [9].

Theorem 3.1. Let (Ω, μ) be a nonatomic measure space and let ψ : [0, μ(Ω)) →
[0,∞) be an increasing concave function. For each positive integer n, let ϕ(n) :=

sup0<t<μ(Ω)
nψ(t/n)
ψ(t) . Then the following statements are true:

(i) For the Marcinkiewicz space M(ψ) on (Ω, μ) we have en(M(ψ)) = ϕ(n).
In particular en(M(ψ))  nψ(1/n) whenever ψ is submultiplicative near 0.

(ii) If ψ(0+) = 0, and ψ(t) → ∞ as t → ∞ whenever μ(Ω) = ∞, then for
the Lorentz space Λ(ψ) on (Ω, μ), we have dn(Λ(ψ)) = ϕ(n). In particular
dn(Λ(ψ))  nψ(1/n) whenever ψ is submultiplicative near 0.

Proof. (i). Fix n ≥ 2 and suppose f1, ..., fn ∈ M(ψ) are disjoint and nonnegative.
Let A1, ..., An ∈ Σ be disjoint with sk = μ(Ak) > 0 for k = 1, ..., n. Let A =⋃n

k=1Ak. Since ψ : [0, μ(Ω)) → [0,∞) is a concave function and

1

ψ(sk)

∫
Ak

fk dμ ≤ ‖xk‖M(ψ),

we obtain for f = f1 + ...+ fn and s = s1 + ...+ sn,

1

ψ(s)

∫
A

f dμ =
1

ψ(t)

( n∑
k=1

( 1

ψ(sk)

∫
Ak

fk dμ
)
ψ(sk)

)

≤ 1

ψ(s)

( n∑
k=1

ψ(sk)
)

max
1≤k≤n

‖xk‖M(ψ) ≤
nψ(s/n)

ψ(s)
max

1≤k≤n
‖xk‖M(ψ)

≤ ϕ(n) max
1≤k≤n

‖xk‖M(ψ).

This implies that ∥∥∥ n∑
k=1

fk

∥∥∥
M(ψ)

≤ ϕ(n) max
1≤k≤n

‖xk‖M(ψ)

and whence en(M(ψ)) ≤ ϕ(n). To get the reverse inequality, fix 0 < t < μ(Ω) and
n ≥ 2. Since μ is nonatomic measure, we may find a measurable subset E ⊂ Ω and
disjoint measurable subsets E1, ..., En of E with μ(E) = t, E =

⋃n
k=1 Ek so that
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μ(Ek) = t/n for each k = 1, ..., n. Then for fk = χEk
, k = 1, ..., n, we have

t

ψ(t)
= ‖χE‖M(ψ) = ‖f1 + ...+ fn‖M(ψ)

≤ en(M(ψ)) max
1≤k≤1

‖fk‖M(ψ) = en(M(ψ))
t

nψ(t/n)
.

Thus we conclude that for all n and 0 < t < μ(Ω),

nψ(t/n)

ψ(t)
≤ en(M(ψ)).

This yields the desired formula. To conclude the proof of (i) it is enough to observe
that ψ being submultiplicative near 0 implies that ϕ(n)  nψ(1/n).

(ii). It is easy to check that our hypotheses on ψ imply that Λ(ψ) is order-
continuous. Consequently Λ(ψ)′ = M(ψ) with equality of norms (see [8]). Applying
Proposition 2.3 we obtain that for each positive integer n we have

dn(Λ(ψ)) = en(M(ψ)) = ϕ(n),

and this completes the proof. �

We show applications of the above theorem to the exponential Orlicz spaces
ExpLφ := LΦ on a finite measure space, where Φ(t) = exp(φ(t)) − 1, and φ is
an Orlicz function. It is well known that these spaces can also be described as
Marcinkiewicz spaces. An easy proof when a measure space (Ω, μ) is finite can
be seen as follows. Note that the fundamental function of ExpLφ equals ψ(t) =
1/φ−1(ln(1+ 1/t)) for 0 < t ≤ μ(Ω). Therefore 1/ψ belongs to the Orlicz space LΦ

on (0, μ(Ω)) whenever μ is finite, from which it follows readily that ExpLφ = M(ψ),
ψ(t) = tφ−1(ln(1 + 1/t)) for t > 0. Likewise, it is also well known that the Lorentz
L(logL)1/α spaces can be described as Orlicz spaces (for more on this, see [2]).

Our next result is an extension of the Zygmund spaces L(logL)1/α, which is
implicit in [7, Lemma 9.7] .

Corollary 3.2. Let φ be an Orlicz function, let ψ(t)  tφ−1(ln(1+1/t)) for t > 0,
and let (Ω, μ) be a finite nonatomic measure space. Then

dn(Λ(ψ))  φ−1(ln(n+ 1)).

Proof. Since positive concave functions on [0,∞) are subadditive, φ−1(u + v) ≤
φ−1(u) + φ−1(v) for every u, v > 0. This implies that for every 0 < t < μ(Ω) we
have

φ−1(ln(1 + n/t)) ≤ φ−1(ln(n+ 1)) + φ−1(ln(1 + 1/t)),

and whence (by μ(Ω) < ∞)

ϕ(n) : = sup
0<t<μ(Ω)

nψ(t/n)

ψ(t)
= sup

0<t<μ(Ω)

φ−1(ln(1 + n/t))

φ−1(ln(1 + 1/t))
 φ−1(ln(n+ 1)).

Thus the desired equivalence follows from Theorem 3.1. �

We remark that the generalized Orlicz space Λ(ψ)φ generated by the Lorentz
space Λ(ψ) and an Orlicz function φ is equal to the Orlicz-Lorentz spaces Λφ(ψ).
Then, combining Corollary 2.7 and Theorem 3.1, we obtain the estimate of the
lattice constant dn(Λφ(ψ)) for the Orlicz-Lorentz spaces Λφ(ψ).
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